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Abstract—This paper considers the problem of multi-target
detection for massive multiple input multiple output (MMIMO)
cognitive radar (CR). The concept of CR is based on the
perception-action cycle that senses and intelligently adapts to
the dynamic environment in order to optimally satisfy a specific
mission. However, this usually requires a priori knowledge of
the environmental model, which is not available in most cases.
We propose a reinforcement learning (RL) based algorithm for
cognitive beamforming in the presence of unknown disturbance
statistics. The radar acts as an agent which continuously senses
the unknown environment (i.e., targets and disturbance). Con-
sequently, it optimizes the beamformers through tailoring the
beampattern based on the acquired information. Furthermore,
we propose a solution to the beamforming optimization prob-
lem with less complexity than the existing methods. Numerical
simulations are performed to assess the performance of the
proposed RL-based algorithm in both stationary and dynamic
environments. The RL based beamforming is compared to
the conventional omnidirectional approach with equal power
allocation. As highlighted by the proposed numerical results, our
RL-based beamformer greatly outperforms the omnidirectional
one in terms of target detection performance. The performance
improvement is even more remarkable under environmentally
harsh conditions such as low SNR, heavy-tailed disturbance and
rapidly changing scenarios.
Index Terms—Cognitive Radar, Reinforcement learning, Mas-
sive MIMO, unknown disturbance distribution, Beamforming.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive radar (CR) paradigm has been firstly introduced
by Haykin taking inspiration from echo-location of some
mammals like bats or dolphin [1], and cognition in human
brains [2]. CR is described as a radar system which senses
the environment, learns from it and makes decisions based
on what it has learned to accomplish certain assigned tasks
though a perception-action cycle of cognition. As a matter of
fact, this cycle starts with the illumination of the environment
by transmitting a waveform, then from the reflected radar
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echos, it learns the dominant information about the target
and the surroundings (perception). Finally it adapts the op-
timal transmit waveform accordingly to accomplish a desired
goal (action) [1]. In a non-stationary environment, this cycle
is repeated continuously, where the non-stationarity can be
caused by statistical weather variations, stochastic disturbance
or the presence of unknown non-static targets. Whereas, the
disturbance in radar is produced by two components, the
clutter and white Gaussian noise. In [2], Haykin clearly
distinguishes between traditional feed forward radar, fully
adaptive radar, and a CR. A radar is considered adaptive,
when it employs a global feedback including the environ-
ment in this feedback loop, where adaptive filtering at the
receiver or adaptive beamforming at the transmitter might be
applied [3]. However, CR develops its own behavior rules
from the experience gained, stores it in the memory, and
extends this knowledge to the transmitter. This is followed by
a set of smart decision-actions. Hence, it can be deduced that
CRs would benefit significantly from the waveform diversity
at the transmitter offered by multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) radar systems. Unlike phased arrays, MIMO takes
advantages of transmitting multiple correlated or uncorrelated
probing signals, offering higher degrees of freedom (DoF).
There are two main types of MIMO radar systems: widely
separated and colocated. A widely separated MIMO radar
exploits the spatial diversity of the target’s radar cross section
(RCS) by using widely separated transmit/receive antennas
[4]. On the other hand, the antenna of a colocated MIMO
radar are closely spaced, allowing for significant coherent gain
when combining the probing signals, which can be achieved
through designing the transmit beampattern [5]. This latter
type is quite appealing for CR systems, since the transmitter
can optimize the beampattern based on the received radar
echoes. Furthermore, the transmit beampattern can be shaped
to suppress disturbance in some directions and maximize the
gains in the desired ones [6].
While the advantages of MIMO radar have been extensively
discussed in the literature, in terms of spatial resolution [7], pa-
rameter identifability [8] and interference rejection capabilities
[9], there are only a few works unveiling the potential benefits
of large scale MIMO radars. Recently, massive multiple input
multiple output (MMIMO) has transformed from just an idea
[10] to reality, where commercial solutions with up to 64
fully digital transceivers are adopted for 5G [11]. Moreover,
as foreseen in [12], with the higher DoFs offered by MMIMO,
new areas can be explored. For instance, in the detection of
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2small unmanned vehicles (UAV) whose RCS can be up to
three orders of magnitude smaller than manned vehicles. In
such a case, the probability of detection PD of these UAVs
can be below 0.5 for constant false alarm of PFA = 10−5 [13].
However, there are key questions that are still not discussed
in the literature. One of the main open problems of MMIMO
radar is the design of robust algorithms for detection and
estimation with scalable complexity as the number of deployed
antennas increases. Moreover, cognitive MMIMO radar, re-
quires optimizable waveforms [14]. Hence, the design of
scalable and fast accurate optimization algorithms is necessary.
Complementary and equally essential as the waveform diver-
sity at the transmitter, is the receiver cognition, which guides
the radar decisions and controls the choice of the waveforms.
In [1], [2], [15], the authors utilized Bayesian filtering for the
perception-action cycle, where the receiver makes probabilistic
predictions on the next environmental state given the current
state. However, it is prone to model mismatches as it depends
on prior information of the environment dynamics. To avoid
this dependence, reinforcement learning (RL) is adopted for
cognitive radars in [16], [17]. RL is an area of machine
learning which maps scenarios to actions in order to maximize
a certain reward function [18]. RL can address model free
problems by using software defined agents, which learn from
the observations captured from the environment, and take the
best possible actions. Specifically, the agent calculates rewards
through exploration of the environment, and produces control
policies to attain a certain goal. The outcomes usually are
unclear at first, then this agent learns by experience. In this
paper, we propose to use RL for multi-target detection for
a MMIMO CR system. The agent in our setup is the radar,
and the environment contains targets and disturbance. We
assume no prior information about the environment, where
the number of targets, and disturbance statistics are unknown.
Our algorithm can be summarized as follows
1) transmit orthonormal waveforms corresponding to om-
nidirectional beam,
2) the radar agent collects information about the environ-
ment (targets and disturbance) from the received echoes,
3) this information is used to calculate the reward,
4) the beamformers are optimized to shape the beampattern
towards the most probable target locations.
A. Related Work
The use of machine learning with CR has been recently
explored in the literature. In [16], [17] RL-CR is used for
dynamic spectrum allocation, while in [19] the authors use
CR for target detection in an end-to-end learning approach.
They propose an alternating procedure to jointly design the
transmit waveform and the detector. A neural network is used
to approximate the generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT)
while the transmit waveform is fixed. Afterwards, for a fixed
detector, they train the transmitted waveform using deep RL.
However, there is no statistical guarantee on the resulting
PD and PFA in the presence of different disturbance models
than the ones used in training. Hence, the performance is
sensitive to deviations of the considered model. Moreover, they
don’t address multi-target detection. In [20], the authors use
machine learning approaches to estimate the optimal detection
threshold, based on non-linear transformation of the order
statistics. Yet, they use an offline library for the disturbance
distributions, where they assume a priori known covariance
matrix to build this library. In contrast, our algorithm uses
only the data collected from the current environment without
the need of any offline knowledge of possible disturbance
distributions nor their covariance matrix. In [21], RL has been
used in indoor mapping for UAV applications. Mechanical
beamforming using the UAV rotation is used for target de-
tection. However, only Gaussian noise is considered in the
detection algorithm. In the context of MMIMO, the work in
[22] develops a closed form PD and PFA expressions using
methods from random matrix theory. However, the use of such
expressions is not always practical, due to the fact that most
of the time, the detector will have insufficient observations to
satisfy those assumptions.
B. Contributions
This paper includes several contributions which can be
summarized as the following :
1) We employ a MMIMO CR detection algorithm based
on RL in the presence of disturbance, which is rarely
analyzed in the literature. We don’t assume any prior
information about the distribution of the disturbance, or
the number of targets.
2) We adopt a RL algorithm to predict the best possible
decision rule according to the environment. In fact, we
use a novel reward function to predict the next action
of the agent. This reward is calculated in terms of a
closed-form expression for PD in asymptotic regimes
regardless of the disturbance distribution [23, Corrolary
1]. An asymptotic regime here means when the number
of spatial virtual antenna channels N grows unbounded,
i.e., N → ∞. Furthermore, in our case the detector
satisfies the constant false alarm rate (CFAR) property
using a single snapshot.
3) Unlike the works relying on semi-definite programming
(SDP) to solve for the beampattern optimization prob-
lem [24], [25], we use a beamforming optimization
approach that can scale up with a large number of
antenna. Moreover, in [24], [25], the beamforming was
done in two steps. In the first step, the covariance
matrix was optimized. In the second step, this matrix
was used to synthesize the beamformers. This imposed
further complications to the problem. However, in our
algorithm, we optimize directly the beamformers in only
one step.
4) As suggested by the numerical results, the algorithm is
able to detect low SNR targets with a radar operating
under PFA = 10−5. Moreover, it is robust to environ-
mental changes, e.g., it can detect fading targets and
targets changing their angular positions.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a colocated MIMO radar system with NT
transmit antennas and NR receiver antennas. Both are uniform
3linear arrays (ULA) with λ2 spacing between the antennas,
where λ is the operating wavelength. Let us first assume
that one target is present, and the disturbance statistics are
unknown.
A. System Model
The complex baseband of the received signal at time t
reflected from one point target is defined as [5], [26]
y(t) = αaR(θ)a
T
T (θ)s(t− τ) + c(t) (1)
where y(t) ∈ CNR . The transmit and receive arrays are
characterized by the array manifolds: aT (θ) for the transmitter
and aR(θ) for the receiver. θ is the target direction relative to
both arrays. Hence, aR(θ) = [1, ejpisinθ, . . . , ejpi(NR−1)sinθ]T ,
and aT (θ) is defined similarly. α ∈ C accounts for the radar
RCS, and the two way path loss, while τ is the time delay due
to the target position with respect to the radar. c(t) ∈ CNR is
the random disturbance vector, which is produced by clutter
and white Gaussian noise. s(t) ∈ CNT is the transmit signal
from all NT antennas, generated as linear combination of
independent orthogonal signals Φ(t) ∈ CNT , where
s(t) = WΦ(t), (2)
and W = [w1, . . . ,wNT ]
T ∈ CNT×NT , wm ∈ CNT describe
the beamforming weight matrix. Moreover, W is a square
matrix which must obey the trace constraint tr{WWH} =
PT , where PT is the total transmit power. Furthermore, the
beam pattern produced by the transmitted waveforms can be
expressed as B(θ) = aTT (θ)RWa
∗
T (θ), where RW = WW
H
is the covariance matrix.
Afterwards, the received signal is processed by a linear
matched filter Φ(t) tuned at delay τˆ considering a single
transmitted pulse and one angle cell, such that
Y(τˆ) =
∫ T
0
y(t)ΦH(t− τˆ)dt. (3)
Hence,
Y = αaR(θ)aTT (θ)W
∫ T
0
Φ(t− τ)ΦH(t− τˆ)dt+ C, (4)
where Y ∈ CNR×NT , and C = ∫ T
0
c(t)ΦH(t − τˆ)dt. We
assume that the matched filter is perfectly tuned to the target
delay [26], hence τˆ = τ , and
∫ T
0
Φ(t − τ)ΦH(t − τˆ)dt = I.
Rewriting eq. (1) to be in a vector form as
y = vec(Y) = αh(θ) + c, (5)
where vec(·) denotes the vectorization operator, such that
y ∈ CNRNT . Moreover c = vec(C) denotes the spatially
colored disturbance vector. Then, utilizing the properties of
the Kronecker product, the vector h is defined as:
h(θ) = (WTaT (θ))⊗ aR(θ). (6)
B. Disturbance Model
Disturbance represents a critical challenge for detection
algorithms, since it can be mistaken as a target triggering a
false alarm. However, it is often ignored in a lot of work in the
literature [5], [24]–[26] for simplicity, where only temporally
and spatially white Gaussian noise is considered. In addition,
others assumed the disturbance to have known distributions
i.e., K, Pareto, and Weibull distributions as [19], [20], [27].
However, the statistical characterization of disturbance is a
difficult task [12], and in reality it is usually unknown. Hence,
most of those models are mismatched when compared to true
data, and this may highly affect the radar performance [28].
Strong sidelobe disturbance can mask weak targets (i.e., at low
SNR), or even lead to false target detections. In this paper, we
follow the assumption formulated in [23], in which concepts of
uniform and strong mixing conditions for random sequences
were utilized to assume a general disturbance model. Hence,
such model can be applied to any random process satisfying a
restriction on speed of decay of its auto-correlation function.
This very weak restriction can be formalized as follows:
Assumption 1: [23] Let {cn: ∀ n} be the true and thus
unknown disturbance, which is a stationary discrete and
circular complex valued process. Then, it is assumed that
the autocorrelation function rC [m]
∆
= E{cnc∗n−m} has a
polynomial decay.
It should be noted that such assumption is sufficiently generic,
and can be applied to most practical disturbance models.
In fact, it is satisfied by any second order stationary (SOS)
auto regressive (AR) model. Hence, it is suitable to model
disturbance that is heavy tailed or compound Gaussian (CG)
[29]. In order to detect the presence of targets embedded in
unknown disturbance, the detection problem is formulated as
binary hypothesis testing problem as described in the next
subsection.
C. Detection Problem
It is assumed that the radar field of view consists of several
discrete angle bins such that {θl; l = 1, . . . , L} and in total the
system transmits K pulses, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. The hypothesis
test problem is casted as
H0 : ykl = c
k
l k = 1, . . . ,K (7)
H1 : ykl = α
k
l hl + c
k
l k = 1, . . . ,K. (8)
Here, a composite binary hypothesis test is adopted, where the
null hypothesis H0 denotes that the cell under test contains
only disturbance, i.e., clutter and noise, while the alternative
H1 denotes single target detection. As a matter of fact the
entries of ck are sampled from complex random process,
satisfying only the general Assumption 1, having unknown
covariance matrix Γ = E{ccH}. Moreover, we assume a
single snapshot scenario. In order to differentiate between H0
and H1 (7), a test statistic is required, where
Λ
(
ykl
) H1
≷
H0
λ. (9)
4Since in radar applications it is of fundamental importance
to control the PFA, the threshold λ is chosen to satisfy the
following
Pr{Λ (ykl ) > λ|H0} = ∞∫
λ
pΛ|H0(a|H0)da = PFA, (10)
where pΛ|H0 is the probability density function (pdf) of Λ
(
ykl
)
under H0. Usually conventional model based test statistics
as generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT), or Wald test are
used to solve for (9), yet they can not be directly applied
here. This is due to the fact that the functional form of the
pdf of c is unknown. Instead, we apply a robust Wald-type
detector derived in [23], which requires the disturbance model
only to satisfy Assumption 1. This detector is asymptotically
distributed, (i.e., N →∞) as chi-squared χ22 random variable
under both H0 and H1.
This Wald-type test requires the availability of an asymptot-
ically normal estimator of α which is
√
N consistent. This
estimator can be the least squares (LS) estimator of α, which
we denote here as αˆ and is given as
αˆl =
hHl y
k
l
‖hl‖2
. (11)
With this in mind, the statistic of the Wald-type test for a cell
under test θl containing a target at time k can be defined as
(refer to [23] for proof)
Λkl =
2|αˆl|2
hHl Γ̂hl
, (12)
where Γ̂ is the estimated value of the unknown Γ. Further
details about the calculation of Γ̂, and the asymptotic distri-
bution of Λkl are provided in the Appendix.
In addition, the threshold λ in (9) is set to
λ = H−1
χ22
(PFA), (13)
with H−1
χ22
is the inverse of the function
Hχ22 =
∞∫
λ
pΛkl,g (a|H0)da.
The expressions in (12), and (13) are the key equations of
our CR algorithm. They will be used to detect which are the
cells containing targets. In the next section, we will discuss
optimal way to make such decisions using reinforcement
learning.
III. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
One way to make decisions at the radar receiver is through
Bayesian filtering as in [1], [2], [15]. However, this generally
requires prior information about the environment, and this
makes the detection algorithm prone to errors, especially in
dynamic environments. Since we assume no prior knowledge
about the disturbance, which is the case most frequently
encountered in practice, we cannot rely on Bayesian filtering.
For this reason, we propose here to adopt an approach based
on reinforcement learning (RL). RL is an area of machine
learning, where a learner learns the optimal way to make
decisions to achieve a certain goal. This is done by trial and
error interactions with the environment [18]. This learner is
often referred to as agent. Typically an agent performs course
of actions, then it evaluates its goal achievement through
two types of information received from the environment in
response to those actions: its current state, and a reward.
The reward is defined as a scalar feedback signal, which the
agent always seeks to maximize, it is specific to a certain
task and a corresponding goal [30]. The interactions with the
environment in RL is formally described by Markov decision
processes (MDP).
Definition 1: A Markov decision processes (MDP) is defined
by a tuple {S,A,P ,r}, where S is finite set of states, A is a
finite set of actions, P is the transition probability from state s
to s′ ∈ S after action a ∈ A is performed, r is the immediate
reward evaluated after a is executed.
Let us define policy pi: S → A as a function which maps
a state s ∈ S to action a ∈ A. Moreover it defines which
action to be executed at each state. Thus at time t ∈ [0, T ],
the agent observes state st, then based on a specific policy
pi, it takes action at = pi(st) . Consequently, a new state
st+1 will be reached with probability P(sk+1|sk, ak), and a
reward rt+1 ∈ R will be received. The observed information
from the environment rt+1, and st+1 are used to adjust the
policy, where this process is repeated till the optimal policy
is reached. In order to estimate how good a certain state is
for an agent, a value function Vpi : S → R is introduced.
This function is defined as the expected cumulative reward
received by agent for starting from state s, where it depends on
the policy selected by the agent to execute the corresponding
actions. Hence, the state value function for policy pi is defined
as
Vpi(s) = Epi
[ ∞∑
k=0
γkrt+k+1|St = s
]
, (14)
where Epi [.] denotes the expected value of a random variable
when the agent follows policy pi at any time t. γ ∈ [0, 1]
denotes the discount factor which controls the weight given to
future rewards. Hence if γ = 0 holds, then future rewards are
not considered. In addition, let us define the optimal action
value function for policy pi, Q : S ×A → R which is defined
as the expected cumulative reward for starting from state s
and taking action a. Hence, it differs from the value function
because it takes the action into consideration. The Q-function
is defined as
Qpi(s, a) = Epi
[ ∞∑
k=0
γkrt+k+1|st = s, at = a
]
, (15)
therefore the optimal value function can be written as
V∗pi(s) = arg max
a∈A
Qpi(s, a). (16)
In the next section will map the aforementioned RL results
into our MMIMO radar setup.
IV. RL-BASED MMIMO COGNITIVE RADAR
In this section, we apply the above results of reinforcement
learning to the MMIMO multi-target detection scenario, based
on the problem formulated in Sect. II.
5A. The set of states
To define the state space S, the statistic Λkl from eq. (12)
is utilized. If Λkl is greater than the defined threshold λ from
eq. (13) for the angle bin l at time k, a new statistic Λkl is set
to 1, otherwise it is 0.
Λ¯kl =
{
1 Λkl > λ
0 otherwise.
(17)
That basically means it indicates whether or not it is likely
for the angle bin l to contain a target. Hence state sk is then
defined as the total number of angle bins where the targets
could be located at time t:
sk =
L∑
l
Λ¯kl . (18)
There is a maximum number of targets γ, which the MIMO
radar can identify [24]. Hence, the set of possible states can
be written as S = {0, . . . , γ}.
B. The set of actions
A MIMO radar agent performs an action a ∈ A = {ai|i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , γ}} over two consecutive steps:
1) Data Acquisition: A received signal snapshot ykl as
defined in (5) is collected at time step k. Afterwards, the set
Θi = {θˆ1, . . . , θˆi} ⊂ L is specified which has i angle bins
that most likely contain targets. In order to identify Θi, the
highest i values of Λkl , defined in (12), are calculated and the
respective angles are extracted. We define the set of indices i
as
Ti =i argmaxl∈{0,...,L−1}Λkl . (19)
The indices of the i angle bins are in the set Ti and the
respective angle bins are in the set L which can be expressed
as Θi = {θˆj ∈ L|j ∈ Ti}.
2) Beamforming: The weighting matrix W has to be opti-
mized, in order to synthesize the corresponding beam pattern.
Therefore, the transmitted power is concentrated towards those
angle bins in Θi, which may contain targets.
This is done by maximizing the minimum of the beam pattern
B(θˆj) = a
T
T (θˆj)RWa∗R(θˆj), with RW = WW
H , θˆj ∈ Θi
and under the power constraint tr(RW ) = PT . The resulting
optimization problem is stated as follows:
maxWminj∈Ti{aTT (θˆj)WWHa∗R(θˆj)} (20)
s.t. tr(WWH) = PT .
Details of the optimization problem and its solution are
provided in Sect. V.
C. The reward
The reward defines the goal of the RL problem, hence the
radar agent’s sole objective is to maximize the total cumulative
reward function on the long run [18]. Consequently, it defines
how the agent should behave, as the agent learns what are
the good and bad actions. In our case, the goal is to detect
all the targets even those masked within the disturbance.
This is achieved through specific actions, i.e., optimizing the
beampattern. Therefore, the reward is expressed in terms of
the estimated PˆD as
PˆD = Q1
(√
ζˆ,
√
λ
)
, (21)
ζˆ = 2|αˆ|2 ‖h‖
4
hHΓ̂h
, (22)
where Q1 (., .) is first order Marcum Q function [31], αˆ is
defined in (11), and Γ̂ is defined as in (39). The reward
expression is composed of two parts, negative and positive
reward. The negative reward can be considered as penalty for
the agent in case of false detections. Hence, the positive reward
is the summation of PˆD for the angle cells defined in i. While
the negative reward is the summation of PˆD for the rest of the
cells, which is likely not to contain any target. The reward for
each timestep k will be defined as:
rk+1 =
i∑
l=1
(PˆD)
k
l −
L−i∑
j=1
(PˆD)
k
j . (23)
In order to guide the agent and its interactions with the
environment, we use the SARSA algorithm. The acronym
SARSA is derived from the state-action-reward-state-action
sequence to update the Q-values [32], which is explained in
the next subsection.
D. MIMO radar SARSA algorithm
SARSA is an on-policy RL algorithm, meaning that after
the agent interacts with the environment, the policy is updated
based on the actions taken, then the Q-function is updated
accordingly. It falls under the category of model-free rein-
forcement learning algorithms, because it does not require a
model of the environment. In the SARSA algorithm, the agent
has to maintain a Q matrix of elements Q(sk, ak), initialized
with 0, afterwards based on the execution of a certain action,
the agent shifts from one state to another, then updates the
Q-function. Hence, the Q-function depends on the quintuple
(sk, ak, rk+1, sk+1, ak+1). This means that if the agent is in
state sk, then performed action ak, it will receive reward rk+1.
Hence, it will end up in state sk+1, consequently it will decide
to execute the next action ak+1. This iteration is used to update
Q(sk, ak) according to the following update rule [18]
Q (sk, ak)←Q (sk, ak) + (24)
α (rk+1 + γQ (sk+1, ak+1)−Q (sk, ak))
The learning rate α ∈ [0, 1] is used to control how much the
recent experiences override the old ones. For instance, as α
increases, the influence of the recent experiences on the Q
function increases.
E. Exploration vs Exploitation
One challenge in designing RL algorithms, is the trade off
between exploration and exploitation. In more details, the
agent must follow the same actions which was tried in the past
and proved to maximize the reward. However, the agent is
6Algorithm 1 SARSA
Initialize Q (s, a) with zeros
Initialize state s0 = 0, W = I
repeat for each time step:
Acquire the received signal ykl
Calculate sk from (18)
Define Ti from (19)
Choose action ak from sk using policy derived from Q
(e.g.,-greedy)
Solve for W in (20) using algorithm (2)
Take action ak by transmitting waveform in (2)
Observe reward rk+1 as in (23) and next state sk+1
Q (sk, ak)←Q (sk, ak) +
α (rk+1 + γQ (sk+1, ak+1)−Q (sk, ak))
sk ← sk+1;ak ← ak+1
until s is terminal
required also to acquire new knowledge through discovering
new actions. Hence, the agent remains in a dilemma whether
to exploit the existing experience, or explore a new one for
the aim of finding better actions. One strategy to address
this problem is the -greedy. This strategy selects a new
action based on the previous observations (in our case: the
Q-function) as explained in algorithm (1). The optimal action
aopt (highest value in Q) is taken with a probability of 1− ,
while another random action arnd (excluding aopt) is chosen
with a probability of  such that
at =
{
aopt withprob. 1− 
arnd withprob. .
(25)
This implies if we set  = 0, the agent will not explore
anything, and would always choose aopt. Whereas, if we set
 = 1, the action is selected randomly, and the agent would
not exploit the information previously learned and saved in
the Q-function.
V. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Semi-definite programming (SDP) relaxation is a widely
used method to solve the optimization problem (20) [24],
[25], [33], however SDP complexity increases with the size of
W, hence using SDP for the MMIMO application previously
described would not be realistic. Moreover, SDP involves
a relaxation of the original problem and getting a feasible
solution requires a heuristic randomization process. The high
complexity of the solution described in [25], [34], [35] to the
optimization problem is due to its two-steps structure: in the
first step, RW is synthesized; then in the second step, the
beamformer matrix W is generated from RW . To reduce the
computational complexity, we propose another approach based
on outer convex approximations (OCA) [36]. This allows
to find directly W, iteratively. This guarantees obtaining a
stationary point satisfying the first order optimality of the
original problem and avoids rank relaxation issues of the SDP
approach. Hence, (20) can be written as follows
max
W,ζ
ζ (26)
s. t. ζ ≥ 0, tr (WHW) = PT (27)
aTT
(
θˆj
)
WWHa∗R
(
θˆj
)
≥ ζ,∀j ∈ Ti. (28)
Problem (26) is non-convex and difficult to solve due
to constraints in (28). To overcome this difficulty, we pro-
pose to iteratively approximate the non-convex feasible set
with a convex feasible set by approximating the function
fj(W) , aTT
(
θˆj
)
WWHa∗R
(
θˆj
)
with its first-order Taylor
series representation. This outer approximation approach, it-
eratively enhances the lower-bound on the convex function
fj(W) and eventually converges to a stationary solution of
problem (26). Let i be iteration index and Wi be the beam-
forming matrix at iteration i. The first order approximation of
the function fj(W) writes
f˜j(W; W
j) = fj(W
i) + 〈∇Wfj(Wi),W −Wi〉, (29)
where ∇Wfj(Wi) is the gradient of function fj(W) with
respect to W computed at Wi and 〈A,B〉 = tr(AHB). The
successive lower-bound approximation approach is based on
solving the following problem iteratively until convergence
max
W,ζ
ζ (30)
s. t. ζ ≥ 0, tr (WHW) = PT (31)
f˜j(W; W
j) ≥ ζ,∀j ∈ Ti, (32)
Problem (30) is convex and the optimal solution can be found
efficiently with an interior-point solver such as in [37]. The
algorithm for finding the stationary solution of problem (26)
is listed in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Iterative Outer Convex Approximation Algo-
rithm
Set i = 0 and initialize W0 such that tr
(
(W0)HW0
)
=
PT.
Repeat until convergence:
Solve problem (30) approximated around point Wi.
Set Wi+1 as the optimal solution of problem (30)
i← i+ 1
VI. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, the cognitive MIMO radar using the SARSA
algorithm is simulated, where the agent is in a continuous
learning mode of the surrounding environment, taking de-
cisions while learning. The performance is averaged over
multiple Monte Carlo runs. Table I summarizes the values of
the parameters for the SARSA algorithm.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Learning rate α 0.8 Discount factor γ 0.8
exploration rate 0 0.5 Time steps 50
Number of states 11 Initial state 1
Number of actions 11
Table I: Reinforcement learning parameters
7A. Simulation Setup
In our simulations, we consider a uniform linear array
(ULA) at the transmitter and receiver each with inter-element
spacing of d. The angle grid is divided into L = 20 angle
bins. The angular locations would be represented in terms of
the spatial frequency ν, which is defined as
ν
∆
=
dfc
Vc
sin (θ) (33)
where fc is the carrier frequency, and Vc is the speed of light.
Hence, the steering vector for the transmit or receive can be
redefined in terms of ν
aR(θ) = [1, e
j2piν , . . . , ej2pi(N−1)ν ]T , (34)
where N is the number of transmit or receive antennas.
Furthermore, the angle grid can be expressed as a spa-
tial frequency grid where ν = [−0.5 : 0.45]. We further
assume the existence of four targets at spatial frequency
locations ν = {−0.2, 0, 0.2, 0.3} ⊂ ν, with SNR =
[−5dB,−8dB,−10dB,−7dB] respectively.
B. Disturbance Model
The disturbance model was chosen to mask the target an-
gles, where the disturbance power is spread all over the spatial
frequency range. Hence, the potential of our RL cognitive
radar algorithm can be analyzed in such harsh environment.
The disturbance c was generated according to the model of
circular SOS AR (p) [23] as
cn =
p∑
i=1
ρicn−i + wn, n ∈ (−∞,∞) , (35)
where p = 6, driven by identically independent (i.i.d.), t-
distributed innovations wn. pw is the pdf of wn is defined
as [23], [38] :
pw (wn) =
µ
σ2w
(
µ
ξ
)µ(
µ
ξ
+
|wn|2
σ2w
)−(µ+1)
. (36)
µ ∈ (1,∞) is the shape parameter controlling pw tails,
where if µ → 1, then pw is a heavy tailed pdf with
highly non-Gaussian distribution. However, the pdf becomes
Gaussian if µ → ∞. The scale parameter is defined by
ξ = µ/
(
σ2w (µ− 1)
)
. We set in our simulations µ = 2 and
σ2w = 1. Hence, the normalized power spectral density (PSD)
of the disturbance is given by [23]
S(ν)
∆
= σ2w
∣∣∣∣∣1−
p∑
n=1
ρne
−j2piν
∣∣∣∣∣
−2
, p = 6. (37)
The coefficient vector ρ is defined as
ρ =[0.5e−j2pi0.4, 0.6e−j2pi0.2, 0.7e−j2pi0, 0.4e−j2pi0.1, (38)
0.5e−j2pi0.3, 0.6e−j2pi0.35]T .
The disturbance PSD is shown in Fig.1, where the target angles
are marked in red dashed lines. Note that the disturbance PSD
has multiple peaks.
−0.4 −0.2 0 0.2 0.4
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
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Spatial angles ν
Normalized PSD
Figure 1: Disturbance PSD along with targets angles locations
(red dashed lines for study case 1, and blue ones for study
case 2)
C. Study Case 1 : Stationary Environment
To exploit the benefits of RL, we compared the the proposed
RL-based beamformer against omnidirectional equal power
allocation with no RL. In this case all antennas emit orthogonal
waveforms, and the power is divided equally across all anten-
nas. It is assumed that the total power PT = 1 in both cases.
For fair comparison, the same detector is used in both cases
according to (17) in each time step. In this set of simulations,
the environment is assumed to be temporally stationary. The
difference in behavior of the MMIMO radar with / without RL
is analyzed. The results were averaged over 104 Monte Carlo
runs.
1) Scenario 1: In this scenario, the performance of the
algorithm is analyzed for a MMIMO regime where N =
NTNR = 10
4, and PFA = 10−5. Fig. 2 depicts the difference
between our proposed algorithm and omnidirectional MIMO.
In order to produce those figures, we calculated the threshold
in (17) within each time step, then the average was taken
across all Monte Carlo runs. Fig.2a demonstrates better detec-
tion performance for all targets even the ones with low SNR.
It can be shown that the algorithm learns across time, where in
the first ten time steps, the agent is learning the disturbance,
enhancing its experience as the time passes. Conversely, in
the omnidirectional approach in Fig.2b the targets with lower
SNR are mostly masked under the disturbance peaks, as in the
case of ν = 0 and ν = 0.3. To measure the convergence of
our algorithm, we calculated the immediate reward function
as in (23). In fact, it shows similar behavior to Fig.2a, where
the reward function converges after 10 time steps. Since the
agent learns all the targets’ locations after gathering experience
from the environment which is represented in the Q table
constructed over time in (24).
2) Scenario 2: In this scenario we simulated the PD
estimated from the closed form expression in (21) as a
function of the spatial virtual antenna channels N . Here, the
number of transmit and receive antennas are NT = NR =
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Figure 2: Detection performance of proposed RL beamforming vs. omnidirectional with equal power allocation under PFA =
10−5 and N = NTNR = 104.
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Figure 3: Reward calculated as in (23) for RL-based beam-
former with PFA = 10−5 and N = NTNR = 104.
[10, 12, 16, 21, 27, 35, 46, 59, 77, 100].
The results in Fig. 4 show that as N increases, the PD increases
for all the targets. However, the suggested algorithm provides
better performance than the omni-directional case. The low
PD as N → 103 shown in Fig. 4b, 4c and 4d, is due
to the harsh operating conditions, since PT = 1, and the
nominal PFA = 10−4. Furthermore, the corresponding targets
are located within heavy disturbance.
3) Scenario 3: In this scenario, the receiver operating
characteristics curve (ROC) is simulated across a range of
PFA = [10
−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 1] with N = 104 As shown
in Fig. 5, mainly the potential of the RL-based cognitive
MMIMO radar is shown in low PFA regimes. As a matter
of fact most practical radar applications has to maintain
preassigned low PFA values. Hence, we conclude that our
proposed algorithm is more suitable for those practical systems
in general. Meanwhile, it is notably visible from Fig. 5a, that
the PD is 1 across all PFA. This is due to the fact that this
target has relatively high SNR, and located within relatively
low disturbance PSD. This means that omnidirectional systems
can perform well in those conditions. Meanwhile, the PD
for targets with low SNR is much higher for the proposed
algorithm compared to the omni directional solution, i.e.,
ν = 0 in Fig. 5b, ν = 0.2 in Fig. 5c. For both algorithms, PD
approaches 1 for as the PFA → 1 .
D. Dynamic Environment
In these simulations, the environment changes and the
performance of our algorithm is analyzed such that the radar
agent capability to adapt to those changes is tested. The
number of total time steps is 100, and the results are averaged
over 1000 Monte Carlo runs.
1) Scenario 4 : Changing Spatial frequencies: In this sce-
nario, the targets’ spatial frequencies are changed after 50 time
steps. In this case ν was changed from [−0.2, 0, 0.2, 0.3] to
[−0.05, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.35] where the new spatial frequencies
are depicted in dashed blue in Fig.1. In this case, we aim at
simulating a dynamic environment as shown in Fig. 6, while
their respective SNR remains the same, where N = 104 and
PFA = 10
−5. On one hand, Fig. 6b shows the performance
of the omnidirectional case, where it can detect only targets
whose new spatial frequencies are located where the distur-
bance PSD is low, i.e., ν = 0.1. On the other hand, the RL
based beamforming algorithm can detect all the targets, even
those lying close to the disturbance PSD peaks. Similar to
scenario 1, Fig. 7 shows the reward behavior across time as
calculated in (23) and averaged over the Monte Carlo runs.
The reward shows convergence after T = 20 time steps. Then
when the environment is changed by changing the angles, the
agent sensed that change through exploration. Hence, the drop
in the reward is seen after T = 50 time steps, where the agent
starts re-learning the changes, then after 10 time steps, the
reward converges again.
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Figure 4: PˆD with RL of existing targets across different virtual antenna array size with PFA = 10−4 a) spatial angle -0.2 with
SNR = −5 dB b) spatial angle 0 with SNR = −8 dB c) spatial angle 0.2 with SNR = −10 dB d) spatial angle 0.3 with
SNR = −7 dB.
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Figure 5: PˆD of existing targets across different PFA with N = 104 a) spatial angle -0.2 with SNR = −5 dB b) spatial angle
0 with SNR = −8 dB c) spatial angle 0.2 with SNR = −10 dB d) spatial angle 0.3 with SNR = −7 dB.
2) Scenario 5: Fading Targets: Here we simulate a different
change in the environment, where we assume that the targets
are fading, and their SNR is decreasing. In Fig. 8, the targets’
SNRs are assumed to decrease by 20% every 30 time steps.
Hence, by T = 90, all targets’ SNRs would have decreased by
60%. In Fig.8b, the omnidirectional approach could not detect
most of the targets after the first 30 time steps. Furthermore,
the first target located at ν = −0.2, which proved very good
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Figure 6: Detection performance of Omnidirectional with equal power allocation vs RL based beamforming for dynamic
environment: changing angles at T = 50.
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Figure 7: RL reward in dynamic environments: changing
angles at T = 50.
performance in the previous simulations due to its good SNR
starts fading at T = 90. This proves that the omnidirectional
approach fails in the fading scenarios, since the radar here
does not learn anything from the environment unlike in the RL
case. Hence, it can not adapt to such changes. However, our
proposed RL based beamforming algorithm obviously proves
to have a reliable performance across the entire time steps. It
can be concluded that RL cognitive MMIMO radar can adapt
very well to all the environmental changes with very good
performance. The corresponding reward behavior is shown in
Fig.9, where the algorithm can adapt to those changes in the
SNR without any convergence issues.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the problem of multi-target
detection for a MMIMO CR in the presence of unknown
disturbance. We proposed a novel RL based beamforming
algorithm, which could detect the targets with very low SNR
even if the environment is dynamic. Specifically, the CR
acted as an agent sensing the unknown environment (i.e.,
targets and disturbance) through illuminating it by transmitting
a waveform. Afterwards, a reward function was calculated
from the reflected echoes. This reward has been defined as
the closed form asymptotic expression of the PD as the
number of virtual spatial antenna channels N go to infinity.
The agent’s goal was to maximize the reward through a
course of actions without any a priori knowledge about the
disturbance distribution, nor the targets number. In our case,
those actions were tailoring the beampattern by optimizing
the beamformers according to the acquired knowledge. Fur-
thermore, we presented a novel approach for beamforming
optimization, which is scalable as the size of N increases,
and does not increase the complexity. Our numerical results
showed a really good PD performance for our algorithm as
N → 104 compared to the omnidirectional approach with
equal power allocation. In addition, the ROC confirmed the
advantages of adopting a RL-based approach when the targets
are embedded in spatially correlated heavy-tailed disturbance.
The probability of detecting the low- SNR targets improves
significantly. Moreover, a dynamic environment has been
simulated by changing target angles and simulating target
fading. In both cases, the proposed RL-based beamformer was
able to adapt to the fast changing environment, without any a
priori knowledge, and to provide better performance than the
classical (omnidirectional) beamformer.
APPENDIX
In general, the disturbance statistics Γ is unknown. Hence
according to [23, Remark 1], an estimate of the entries of Γ
are given by
[
Γ̂l
]
i,j
=

cˆicˆ
∗
j j − i ≤ l
cˆ∗i cˆj i− j ≤ l
0 |i− j| > l
(39)
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Figure 8: Detection performance of Omnidirectional with equal power allocation vs RL based beamforming for dynamic
environment i.e., target’s SNR decreases by 20 % every 30 time steps.
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Figure 9: RL reward in dynamic environments: fading targets.
where l is the truncation lag [39], and cˆ = yn − αˆhn. Gen-
erally speaking, if Assumption 1 holds, then the asymptotic
distribution under H0 and H1 of the Wald statistic is
Λkl
(
ykl,g|H0
) d∼
NTNR→∞
χ22 (0) , (40)
Λkl
(
ykl,g|H1
) d∼
NTNR→∞
χ22 (ζ) , (41)
where
ζ = 2|α|2 ‖h‖
4
hHΓh
. (42)
Furthermore, under asymptotic detection performance of (41),
a closed form expression for PD can be formulated as
PD (λ)→N→∞ Q1
(√
ζ,
√
λ
)
, (43)
where Q1 (·, ·) is first order Marcum Q function [31].
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